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Listen to the audio file and write your answers on rough paper or on an application like Microsoft Word.

1. As usual, Kevin is being super sarcastic as he teaches, using the opposite of the adjective that he really means, and 
Fuad is worried that Kevin’s students don’t understand the sarcasm. Listen to Kevin’s sarcastic sentences and help 
Fuad and Kevin’s students by first writing out Kevin’s original sentence in Kristang, and then what Kevin really means, 
supplying the opposite adjective in place of the one that Kevin is using. 

EXAMPLE Step 1. You hear Kevin say “This pencil is very big.” in Kristang.
Step 2. You write “Kevin says this pencil is very big, but this is false. This pencil is very small.” in Kristang.
Step 3. You hear Kevin say “That man is very poor.” in Kristang.
Step 4. You write “Kevin says that man is very poor, but this is false. That man is very rich.” in Kristang.

2. Look at the table of scheduled train arrivals from Lisbon’s Oriente station below.
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Train No. Arriving from Scheduled Arrival Time

IC 44 Coimbra 08:44

AP 84 Madrid (Stesang Chamartín) 09:01

AP 15 Madrid (Stesang Atocha) 09:13

IC 18 Coimbra 09:46

AP 39 Barcelona 10:07

IC 74 Coimbra 10:08

AP 14 Madrid (Stesang Atocha) 10:11

AP 99 Paris (Stesang Gare du Nord) 10:25
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Trains with an ‘IC’ in their name arriving at this station normally have 3 carriages, while trains with an ‘AP’ in their 
name normally have 8 carriages. Listen to train station announcer Luís announce the time each train actually arrives 
and the number of carriages it has, and then write complete sentences in Kristang describing whether this train is 
early or late, and whether it is long or short. Luís gives train names using a full system to reduce confusion over 
similar sounding letters (for IC 11 Luís will say “Istoria Chengsi 11” and for AP14 “Areka Pikapau 14”).

3. Kevin’s upgraded cybernetic brain has momentarily frozen after Kevin drank a mango smoothie too quickly. 
Unfortunately, Kevin also has Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) and needs to sort out his things by a particular 
ordering system. Luckily, Fuad is on hand to help Kevin distinguish between objects. Listen to Fuad as he helps Kevin 
distinguish between similar sets of objects, and circle or choose the object that answers the question in the box. 

CHALLENGE Write a sentence in Kristang describing the other object you did not select.
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a. Ki kamiza kamiza
keninu?

h. Ki chumpiang
chumpiang feu?

b. Ki kadera kadera
nubu?

c. Ki kareta kareta
bagah?

g. Ki bobu bobu
kaladu?

d. Ki floris floris
krensa?

e. Ki pesi pesi
pezadu?

f. Ki albi albi
alegri?


